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Fixings 4/3/14 Month Average 1 Year Moving Average
London AM Gold 1287.25 1285.917 1323.416
London PM Gold 1284.00 1286.583 1325.661
London Silver 1983.00 1981.667 2136.002
London AM Platinum 1439.00 1430.667 1434.520
London PM Platinum 1436.00 1433.000 1434.984
London AM Palladium 783.00 777.667 726.173
London PM Palladium 788.00 784.667 726.858
Handy & Harman Silver 1986.00 1990.667 2140.133
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NY Exchange Trading Open High Low Close Change EFP
COMEX June Gold 1290.40 1289.80 1281.90 1284.60 -6.20 15/35
COMEX May Silver 19.995 19.900 19.660 19.805 -0.245 -1.5/-.5
NYMEX July Platinum 1437.40 1446.70 1434.00 1445.50 6.80 75/175
NYMEX June Palladium 786.80 791.10 784.35 788.85 1.05 -25/+75  

 

              

Platinum loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch 1/3
Palladium loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch 5/9  

 

         

Dollar / Yen 103.96 Aus/US 0.9224
Euro / Dollar 1.3719 Dollar/Rand 10.6405

NYMEX Crude 99.86 NYMEX RBOB 2.8950

Related Markets at NY Metals Floor Close (1:30 PM NY Time)

    
        
    

 
 

All the US economic numbers were at or near enough to the 
expectations to qualify as a non-event.  The US trade deficit was 
deeper than expected because no overseas airlines were shipping in 
flying stock.  That trade weakness spins into rates staying low in the 
US, so more of the same reactions – new highs for the S&P and DJIA.  
Tomorrow’s payroll number will likely be the same story – good news 
or better news.  Not enough jobs will be bullish stocks due to low 
rates and more jobs will be bullish stocks because more jobs.   
The ECB left rates unchanged, and didn’t talk convincingly enough 
about loosening up money via other avenues to generate any interest. 

 Gold looks lame on the charts.  Physical premiums in India are toppy.  
Fears of an impending grab at global denomination from Mr. Putin 
have rightfully subsided.  There was no flood of new money into gold 
for the new quarter and new fiscal year.  All of these are good reasons 
to trade gold from the short side.  PGM’s are still subject to the labor 
negotiations in South Africa, so anyone who thinks they have a handle 
on that God forsaken process has more than most of us.   

 


